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A t t r a c t 

A r arket powered by fusion rnicroexplm !«ns is well suited 
for quick interplanetary travel. Fusion pellets arc sequen
tially injected into a magnetic thrust chamber. There, 
focused energy from a. fusion ''Driver" is used to implode 
and ignite them. Upon exploding, the plasma debris ex
pands into the surrounding magnetic field and is redirected 
by it, producing thrust. This paper discusses the desired 
features and operation oT the fusion pellet, its Driver, and 
magnetic thrust chamber. A rocket design is presented 
which uses slightly 'ritium-enriched deuterium as the fu
sion fuel, a high temperature KrF* laser as the Driver, 
and a thrust chamber consisting of a single superconduct
ing current loop protected from the pellet by a radiation 
shield. This rocket can be operated with a power-to-mass 
ratio of 110 \YguC[, which permits missions ranging from 
occasional 9 day "VII1" service to Mars, to rou'ine 1 year, 
1500 ton, Plutonian cargo runs. 

[ntmdu 

A high performance rorket must have both a large ex
haust velocity and a low mass pnwcrplant. Present vehicles 
lack one or lulli of these attribute?. Nuclear pulsed propul-
sinn1, permits a rocket to meet both these goals. Nuclear 
fuel makes it energetically feasible to eject propellent with 
high exhaust velocity. By burning this fuel explosively, 
production of energy and thrust can be substantially de
coupled from the vehicle. Thus, the rocket operates with a 
high power-to-mass ratio, combining its fuel-efficient high 
exhaust velocity with the acceleration required for short 
trip-times. 

The advantages of nuclear pulsed propulsion for space 
travel have been realized for a long time. Projects in
itiated in the late IfloQ's, intended to use small nuclear 
bombs to propel spaceships. In "Orion", thrust would 
he produced when the nuclear debris hit a pusher plate, 
while in "Helios" the explosion was to be contained within 
a blast chamber, with the propellent expelled through a 
nozzle. The difficulty faced by these efforts, which ul
timately led to their demise, was that they had to use 
fWion energy to drive their explosions. This required fairly-
large pulse-iimls, and led lo problems concerning the ac
quisition and subsequent release of fissile material. When 
lasers were invented, it was very quickly realized (hat they 

could, in principle, provide the pulsed power required lo 
initiate small fusion explosions. Since this would avoid 
both of the difficulties faced by the traditionally-initiate J 
nuclear pulsed propulsion programs, laser-initiated fusion 
was proposed for use in rockets. 3- 3 At the time, however, 
lasers were clearly incapable of colivering the required a-
mounts of energy and power. 

Ey the start of the 1970's, progress in high power laser 
and particle beam technology led to the initiation of pro
grams to develop inertial confinement fusion, I C F " , for 
terrestrial powerplants. It also led to renewed interest 
in inertial fusion r rke t s , "IFR's. Rocket designs were 
presented*, which used ICF microexplosions with Orion 
and Helios style thrust chambers. However, the use rf 
smaller explosions pe; rnitted the introduction or magnetic 
thrust chamber designs*-0'7. In these concepts, a fiiM-m 
pellet is exploded within a magnetic nozzle. As the resul
tant pellet debris expands, it is controlled by magnetic 
fields, and expelled by them from the thrust chamber. This 
produces thrust, while preventing the pellet debris from 
physically hitting the rocket. 

An inertia! fusion rocket consists oT thi ee major systems: 
the fusion pellet, the "Driver" which implodes and ignites 
it, and the thrust chamber that uses the micro-explosion to 
produce ihrust. In this paper, we will discuss the prinnples 
behind these systems, and some of the options available 
in the design of an interplanetary IFR. Accompanying the 
general discussion, will be the presentation of a particular 
rocket design. The schematic layout of this vehicle is shewn 
in Fig. ] , and a summary of its mass (using metric ton?) 
in Table 3. This rocket will carry 1500 ton pay load; with 
average trip-times of 5 weeks to Mars, 3 months lo Jupiter, 
and 1 year to Pluto; and allow "VIP" trips lasting less than 
one half as lung. 

Fusion Pcllet 

The energy source which drives an IFR is the Tusion pel
let, so design of a rocket starts with that of the pellet. The 
physical processes involved in the implosion ^ d burn of 
fusion pellets have been recently reviewed.*- 8 , 1 0 Basically, 
energy from a "Driver" is deposited in the ouier layers oT 
the pellet. As this outer material is ablated, the inner por
tions of the pellet are imploded, in a process similar to an 
inward driving spherical rocket. As the implosion stagnates 
in a well designed pellet, two condition? are met. There is a 
large amount of highly compressed fuel -measured by the 
density-radius product pr—, and a central portion of the 
pellet is heated to thermonuclear ignition temperature. As 



fuel burns, the energy generated is used to heat and ignite 
more fuel. Hence, a thermonuclear burn front propagates 
radially outward through the compressed fuel. Eventually 
the hoi fuel rarefies, qjenching the burn. The fraction of 
fuel burnt prior to this depend.- on the fir value achieved 
hy the implosion. 

cost or the pellets, which can he governed by the cost and 
availability of the fuel. 

When selecting a fuel, we must consider the following 
four thermonuclear reactions: 

M.c.wxplo»ir.ns.te--' ^ Coil aid >hield 

Fig. I Vehicle Uyo.it 

Three properties of the pellet are of interest in racket 
design. The mass of the Driver system is governed by 
the amount of energy required to implode the pellet. We 
want pellet designs that maximize the gain, i.e., the ratio 
of nuclear energy produced to Driver energy required. la 
addition to the total output of the pellet, we are concerned 
with its distribution among vrays, neutrons, and charged 
particles. The energy deported in hot plasma can poten
tially be converted to thrust by a magnetic nozzle. The 
energy carried by neutrons and x-rays cannot be influenced 
in this way and will, if intercepted by the thrust cham
ber, cause vehicle heating. Disposing of this heat with 
radiators will degrade the rocket's power to mass ratio. 
Hence there is interest in pellets which deliver most or all 
of their energy in the form of hot plasma, and little or none 
of it as neutrons or x-ravs. Finally, we must consider the 

Table Fusion Reactions 

D + T — He4 (3.5) + D (14.1) 
D + D — T (1.01)+ p (3.03) 
D + D — He3 (0.82) + n (2.45) 
D + He 3 - He' (3.67) + p (14.67) 

Here, the numbers in parentheses are the product ener
gies in Mev. Deuterium is indicated by D, and tritium by 
T. There are three possible fuels: DD, DT, and DHe3. The 
DT reaction ignites at the lowest temperature, and main
tains the largest hum rate at al! reasonable temperatures. 
Unfortunately, most of the energy is carried off by an ener
getic neutron. The two DD reactions burn at similar rates 
to each other, but their sum is worse in ignition tempera
ture and maximum burn rate than DT. While direct DD 
burn releases relatively little energy, it produces T and 
He3 which promptly burn with another D. The net result 
in energy per mass is essentially the same For all three 
fuels. The DHe3 reaction burns roughly as well as DD; it's 
harder to ignite but burns Taster once lit; both fuels are 
worse than DT. AJl the energy from DHe3 is in the form 
of charged particles, and is thus potentially useful. Of the 
three constituents, only D is reasonably inexpensive. It has 
a cost of «= 0.20 $gm~ l . By contrast, the cost of T is «* 
7000 $ gm"l. The standard source of He is currently the 
decay of T, leading to the same price, although this might 
be lowered if usefully large lodes n[ He* with above natural 
He fractions could be mined. 

The rocket discussed in this paper uses a pellet contain
ing 15 mg of fuel, and detonates 100 pellets per second. 
The fuel cost is then 0.30 teec'1 with DD fuel, and 6000 
JL^C"' for DT; DHe may cost somewhat less than DT. 
This argues very strongly For DD fuel. Nevertheless, the 
Daedalus study7 fell that the aor^nti^s of DHe3 were 
sufficiently compelling to force its use; and in order to ob
tain an extensive supply proposed mining the Jovian at
mosphere. The potential advantage of DHe3 which can 
justify the difficulty of obtaining it lies in the absence of 
non-charged burn products, and hence drastically reduced 
vehicle heating, rather than in the potential two fold in
crease in thrust-producing output relative to a DD pellet. 
However, neither the substantial thru3t increase nor the 
orders of magnitude, vehicle heating decrease will actually 
occur. 

Examination of the fusion reactions or Table 1 shows 
that all four reactions will occur to a significant extent 
in pellets using any or the three fuels. In particular, DD 
self-burn within a DHe3 pellet will account for ea \b% 
of the reactions. HalF of those reactions directly produce 
a neutron, in the other half a T is created, which will 
promptly burn with another D and hence also produces a 
neutron. Sn the difference in reactions and products is only 
one of degree, with neutron generation differing by less 
than an order of magnitude between DD and DHe3 fuels. 
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Nnxi, note that in order lo burn efficiently, the pellets will 
have a pr ^ 10-JO tjm cm''. This is larger than the range 
r>T the must penetrating neutrons produced in the reactions, 
which is =s 5 $mnn~". Hence the energetic neutrons from 
DI) or OT pullets will have their energy largely deposited 
within the pellet. This reprocessing of neutron energy 
rair-ps the useful energy fraction of DD and DT pellets, 
removing the substantial thrust advantage potentially held 
by Dili' 3. Dut the potential orders of magnitude reduction 
in harmful energy docs not occur either. As mentioned 
earlier, there are DT reactions within DHe 3 fuel. The 14 
hfcv neutrons produced in these reactions must be stopped 
if Dlle 3 is tn hold a massive vehicle heating advantage. 
But as noted, their scattering distance is w 5 gmcrn""; a 
substantial fraction will escape from a pellet before bei'ig 
thermalized. Furthermore, neutrons resulting from either 
DT or DD burn that are slowed down within the pellet 
undergo capture by He 3 . This reaction yields a T. Even 
though this capture nccurs primarily in the outer regions 
of the compressed pellet, the high DT burn cross-section 
insures that most such T will burn. This burn produces 
a new 1-| Mrv neutron, which starts its escape attempt 
cither to the edge of the pellet. So the neutrons created 
from th" initial DD reactions will, despite some thermali-
zation, ultimately escape the pellet. While such neutrons 
will carry oil «a 2 - bco of the energy from a DHe 3 pellet, 
thereby negating the hoped for orders of magnitude im
provement in vehicle heating, there is an even larger source 
of harmful radiation. At the ^ IOC kci temperatures at 
which Dl) and DHe3 pellets burn, there is copious produc
tion of energetic x-rays due to bremmstrahlung. This oc
curs regardless of the fuel, and is actually slightly worse 
for Dile 3 than fur DD. For the pellet used in this study, 
lo'.'ij of ihf energy produced escapes as x-rays. 

For the above reasons, I do not foresee a substantial 
advantage f.n using DHe3 fuel in pellets. Accordingly, the 
economic argument prevails, and DD fuel should be used. 
However, there is still the difficulty of igniting QD relative 
to DT. If the Driver is required to light DD, Its mass 
intl nmpie.xity will escalate drastically. Hence we are 
:rtmpelle:l to employ some tritium in the pellet in order 
to facilitate ignition. 

In this paper we'll consider a pellet with the charac
teristics shown in Table 2. About 649t> oF the energy 
is released in a useful form, Among the harmful energy-
carrying species are 7 rays. They are created by (n.ir) reac
tions, as neutrons leaving the pellet core travel Lhrough a 
high Z tamper which was employed to aid the implosion 
and to tamp the burning foci. These 7 rays only account 
for a small fraction of the total pellet energy, but they are 
penetrating radiation, and will cause shielding problems if 
superconductors are used in the thrust chamber. We will 
also be concerned with the amount of tritium used in the 
pellet. This amounts to 340 kgyr'1 Tor a single rocket. 
By current standards this is a huge amount of T. Inertial 
fusion rockets will by definition only be used after ICF 
becomes a reality, so one might assume that T will be ac
quired from terrestrial ICF reactors. However, this delays 
the advent of rockets relative 10 initial ICF success by a 
time-scale characteristic of the utility industry rather than 
that of aerospace. The IFR discussed here will be designed 

to produce its own T; this will he seen tu have important 
Implications concerning vehicle heating. 

Table 2 Pellet Characteristics 

Driver Energy 2 MJ 
Peak Power 200 TW 

Plasma 12?0 MJ 
X-Ray m MJ 
7-Ray 39 pMole 
Neutron 380 MJ 

1.3 mrvh.le 

D Used 15 mg 
T Used 36 pMole 

Thrust Chamber 

The primary purpose of the thrust chamber is to convert 
the energy from ICF pellets into vehicle thrust. In addition 
to this chore, it must acquire tritium . r use in subsequent 
pellets, and must generate the power used to operate the 
fusion Driver. 

By virtue of their gain, inerlial fusion pellets can serve 
as an excellent energy source Tor a rocket. The energy 
which they produce is much greater than that invested Lo 
implode and ignite them. Hence, the Driver technology can 
have ordinary specific mass characteristics, since the power 
which it must handle is much le.̂ s than that generated 
by the pellet. As long as this energy can be effectively 
converted into thrust, we can field a very high performance 
rocket. However, since this conversion system handles the 
full pellet power, it must do so efficiently and with low 
specific mass. 

It has been recognized for a long time 5 fl,T that the best 
way to convert ICF energy into thrust is by dirertlv ex
hausting the pellet debris through a magnetic nozzle. Indi
rect conversion—such as using the microcxplosion to gen
erate electricity which then feeds an ion thruster— in
serts systems into the primary power stream which have 
low specific mass, and whose inefficiencies generate waste 
heat which must be rejected. As long as the direct mass 
of the magnetic nozzle can be kept small, it offers much 
lower specific mass; since it allows power-to-thrusl con
version with very little waste heat generation. The use
ful component of the pellet output, i.e., the hot plasma, 
dissipates essentially no waste heat in the vehicle during 
its interaction with it. The magnetic field redirects the 
plasma without allowing it to directly contact the vehicle. 
Note that although this conversion process nay not be 
100% efficient, leavir.g the plasma exhaust incompletely 
collimated, the entropy stays in the exhaust stream and 
does not have to be disposed of by the rocket. If su
perconductors are used to generate the nozzli fields then 
the only vehicle heating results from eddy current dissipa
tion during the interaction; this is a small effect. Vehicle 
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heating due to the harmful portion of the pellet output, 
i.e., iii'iitruns and x-rays, can be minimized by using a 
largely transparent structure—one occupying a small frac
tion of the solid ingle as seen Tram the microexplosion— 
to generate the magnetic fields of the nozzle. Magnetic 
nozzles also make the third task of the thrust chamber, the 
generation of enough power to run the Driver with, trivial 
through the use of induction coils. As the plasma expands 
against Ihe magnetic fields of the nozzles, flux changes oc
cur which are readily exploited by induction pickup coils. 
The electric power collecled by the coils is then used to 
energize the fusion Driver. 

Magnetic nozzles allow two of the tasks of the thrust 
chamber tn be fulfilled, while avoiding the waste heat gen
eration which is usually the bane of high exhaust velocity 
rockets. lluwcvcr, we must still incorporate a tritium ac
quisition system into our thrust chamber. Tritium will be 
produced by the following two neutron reactions: 

n + Li" - He' + T + 4.78 Mcv 
n + Li7 - He* + T + n - 2.47 Men 

The primary consequence of this tritium production is 
that it requires the interception of neutrons from the micro-
explosion. The Li breeding blanket must handle enough 
neutrons to ensure production of the 3G (/moles of tritium 
used in each pellet. In doing so, it wiil be heated by 
the incident neutrons, by the accompanying x-rays, and 
from the heat-of-reaction if the Li process is used. Both 
reactions should be used, as they access different portions 
of the pellet's neutron spectrum. The Li reaction has 
a threshold at 2.47 AJev, and is used to convert the un-
thcrmalized DT neutrons into tritium. The Li 8 reaction 
has a high cross-section for thermal neutrons, but charges 
4.8 Mev per event. Since not using these neutrons will 
simply force the interception of more solid angle, with 
the accompanying neutron and x-ray heating, this price is 
worth paying. In terrestrial fusion reactor designs, breed
ing ratios, i.e., the ratio of tritium produced to neutrons 
u<ed, can be greater than one since all neutrons hit the Li 
blanket. In a rocket blanket which intercepts only a small 
fraction of the solid angle, the breeding ratio is smaller. 
Many neutrons enter the Li, elastically scatter, and then 
depart. As a result, when the blanket-shield geometry 
used in this study, which is shown in Fig. 2 and will be dis
cussed later, was analyzed with a Monte-Carlo neutronics 
code, a breeding ratio of onlj 5495 was Found. This 
low breeding ratio drove the required interception fraction 
from 0.03 to 0.055. The effect of tritium breeding upon the 
vehicle-heating and hence heat rejection mass, can he seen 
from multiplying the 710 MJ per pellet energy in neutrons 
and x-rays by the pellet rep rate of 100 Hz and then by ihe 
0.055 Traction. A 3.0 GW heat load is found, which rises 
to 4.2 GW when the more accurate neutronics code is used. 
Not all or this can he charged to the need to breed tritium, 
since the current carrying structure which produces the 
nozzle fields will always intercept some solid angle, which 
can be used to breed tritium. However, the tritium breed
ing places a floor on vehicle heating; pellets designed for 
rocket use should use as little tritium as possible. 

Let's return to the primary purpose of the thrust cham
ber, and ask how we can use a magnetic nozzle to convert 
the expanding pellet debris into thrust. The debris has 
mass mp and energy E K ; the maximum possible impulse 
that can be attained is \JlmfEK . The plasma is a good 
conductor, and is within the thrust chamber for only • 
short time. Hence, the magnetic fields of the nozzle do not 
penetrate the plasma. Instead they induce eddy currents 
at the boundary of the plasma, and react with it via a 
fl2/8rr pressure. As the pellet expands, it sweeps aside the 
fields of the nozzle. By integrating the PdV work done 
on the plasma by the nozzle fields during this expansion, 
and equating it to the energy E K , we find that the energy 
stored in the interacting portions of the nozzle magnetic 
field and of the pellet must be the same. The traditional 
approach to no3zlt design is thus to construct large mag
nets, which because not all of their field will interact with 
the pellet, typically must store more field energy than the 
kinetic energy of the pellet. Before analyzing this type 
of thrust chamber, let's first consider a.n alternative ap
proach proposed in the Daedalus study' which uses much 
less stored field energy. 

The Daedalus thrust chamber consists of a hemispheri
cal metal shell. The pellet is detonated at the center point. 
Superconducting coils outside the shell generate a weak 
magnetic field which fills the volume between the shell and 
the pellet, but this stored field energy is much smaller than 
the kinetic energy of the pellet. As the pellet expands, the 
magnetic flux is trapped between the plasma boundary and 
the metal shell; so the magnetic field strength, its pressure, 
and stored energy all rise the closer the plasma comes to 
the wall. In this approach the field energy which stops and 
then reflects the plasma, is taken from the kinetic energy 
or the pellet. There are two advantages to this approach; 
obviously we save on the mass of the field-generating con-
ductors and their structural supports, but we also can take 
advantage of the lower field requirements and avoid the 
use of superconductors. The importance of this will he-
come clear later when we discuss the problem of shielding 
superconductors from pellet neutrons and 7-rays. There 
are however two problems with this approach: the shell is 
not transparent to the pellet, and the thrust conversion 
efficiency is lower than can be attained with the high field-
energy nozzles. 

We can solve the first problem by replacing the thin shell 
by a series of rings, each having a high aspect ratio cross-
section and oriented with the long dimension nf its cross-
section aligned along the line-of-sight to the microexplosion 
point. The design of this thrust chamber is set by the 
aspect ratio of the rings; their short dimension is fixed 
by the conducting skin depth, so the AR determines the 
long dimension. The inter-ring spacing is limited by this, 
since in order that the rings be able to cool radiatively 
they must see open space. The ring spacing and long 
dimension then bound the closest approach distance of the 
plasma, as it must not leak out between the rings. The 
design is then closed by the fact that this approach distance 
defines the time constant governing the skin depth. With 
this design, it can be 6hown that eddy current heating 
is reduced relative to E K , by the same factor by which 



I.I ijrun and x-ray healing ^ rdured : i:;irncU t.'if AR of 
;':•.'• ring 1 The !i:nis on nmirnum Ali are fct hv the 
impulsive loading (if the rings- u> pellets lire stagnated. The 
rrTiciiun force of I In- rorkei is applied to there rings, and 
primarily at their tips. In order lo avoid crumpling under 
thi.-loading, it should be oriented along the long axis of the 
ring?, i.e., also along the line-of-sight to the pellet. With 
this orientation, aspect rations up to =s 1000 can be used 
without local buckli;ig of the rings. 

This? type DT thrust chamber acts essentially as a specular 
reflector of the plasma which it intercepts, and has insuf
ficient field energy Lo influence the portion of the plasma 
that is not intercepted. Treating the inicrcexplosian as 
a point source, we see that the optimum geometry is a 
narabolnid, not a hemisphere. If we reference the thrust 
produced to the \fcmFEK impulse,' the efficiency of a 
paraboloid which subtends angle 6 is given by 0.25(1 -
rosfl)(3 + co.50). So a parabolic chamber filling hair the 
solid angle ha? an efficiency of lb%. Unfortunately, the 
u.-eof high aspect ratio rings restricts us to a hemispherical 
shape, since the force vector and pellet line-of-sight must 
be aligned. A hemisphere has a thrust efficiency of only 
•ri0'7. The rocket figure-of-mcrit i? power-lo-mass, which 
x:/iv? ;L- the square of the thru Ft conversion coefficient, 
bene- only 2h[~ of the pellet kinetic energy is used. The 
ma^ sa\ed ly ihh type of thrift chamber will generally 
li".; be enough U> f fT.-et the hit-* of e\h:uirt power rerult-
ing fnan it.-- lirw cimwrsion efficiency. 

The r:.lii>riale behind high field-energy nozzles is that 
an invc.-tment in magnet system mas? will be paid back 
through greater nozzle efficiency. The interaction of the 
pellet with such luizilt? is not however as easy to analyze 
as it was in the low-energy case. As a result, previous 
studies'-' have pimply equaled the field energy to that 
of the plajrni. Then, as was also done in llie Daedalus 
ra-c-.7 the thrust efficiency wa<= estimated by assuming the 
exhamt to be lightly callimaled. Ilalf-angl'-s of < 20 
d-grees were used, yielding exhaust power efficiencies of 

> 94?f. This approach proved unreliably optimistic in 
llif liw-cnergy nnrzle case, and will undoubtably also be 
fnr high-energy nozzles. 

— Superconductor 
* und structure 

fit:. 2 IVhet in Thrust Chaniher 

A''T!rding!y, I have calculated the actual nozzle behavior 
fur (he <y«-tem shuwn in Fig. 2. The field is produced by 
a snrh- MipefondLrimg current loop (the entire geometry 
'M- rniati-nally symmetric about the axis). A radiation 

jhirld is piared bclwi-cn ihr mil and the \ diet, prou-ct-
ing the coil from radiation and also serving a r th'.- Irilium 
breeding blanket. The shield-mi! system is wrapped hy 
a mclal skin, which acts as an eddy-current shield during 
the pellet interaction. As the plasma expands, eddy cur
rents are generated on "us surface and on that of the shield-
coil. These currents act to prevent field changes within 
the pellet and the shield-coil. The magnetic fl'/8r pres
sure pushes on the expanding plasma, hopefully coliimat-
ing the debris as it is expelled from the thrust chamber. 
A self-consistent calculation was performed by coupling 
a magnetic field routine, which determined the bound
ary pressure acting on the plasma as a function of its 
shape, to a 2D hydrodynamics code which then used this 
pressure as a boundary condition. The plasma border 
is shown in Fig. 2 at B times during the expansion of 
an 8.3 gm pellet containing 1300 MJ of kinetic energy. 
The coil has a radius of 6,5 meters, carries a current of 
22 MA, and thus stores live times the kinetic energy of the 
pellet. This simple coil geometry serves to reflect most of 
the plasma. As with any axially-Fymmetric nozzle, a small 
axial jet is not stopped. A much smaller magnet is u^ed 
to deflect this jet slightly ofT-course and above or below the 
main radiating plane or the rocket. The thrust conversion 
efficiency of this nozzle, including the negative contribution 
of the jet, was found to be 6oCr . Hence it converts 42'7 of 
the pellet kinetic energy into exhaust. This larger efficiency 
allow? the rocket to have tSTf more powi rplatil mass than 
one using the K>w field-energy type nozzle. As can he seen 
from Table 3, the mas? reduction possible by eliminating 
the Mipcrconductor and if- radiation shield is not this large. 

As was seen above, the currents which are needed to 
generate the nozzle magnetic fields are quite large. In our 
design, this current is carried by a superconductor. Doing 
so avoids the large power dissipation which would occur 
with normal conductors, and thereby avoids the resulting 
heat rejection mass. The mass of the superconductor itself 
is not large, and is determined by ihe overall current den
sity at which it operates. The performance of supercon
ductors is degraded in the presence of large magnetic fields. 
This h-d us to select a V 3 Ga superconductor, which at our 
15.8 Tesla peak coil field, and 4.8 rK operating tempera
ture, can carry about 270 k A c m " ' . For stability reasons, 
we embed the V 3 Ga within a matrix of V and A], and 
operate at 859c capacity. The matrix has a net capacity 
of 42 kA c m - * , which still allows a conductor mass or only 
8.7 tons. Jn this paper t/je word "ton" refers to metric ton, 
i.e., J Afg. This is not however, the only mass associated 
with the coll. The coil is subjected to a magnetic bursting 
force, which is resisted in tension by 8.5 tons of structural 
composite. Even with this addition, our coil stores energy 
at 375 J gm~ ; this is the advantage of using a supercon
ductor. 

Unfortunately, the disadvantages of using superconduc
tors in a fusion rocket are almost as compelling. These 
stem from the need lo protect the coil from the inicroe.xplo-
= ion radiation. Our concern is not material damage; it is 
the difficulty of heat rejection from a 4.8' K load. The coil 
is Fig- 2 is directly exposed to w 2 G\V of neutron and 
w a y energy. In order to tolerate the refrigeration mis? 
required to reject waste heat from the coil, we must drop 
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tliii IJV some 6 ordtTs-of-magnitude. It is easy to see that 
this level of atli'niution cannot be readied by using high 
aspect ratio coil-' protected by a shadow shield. Some nf 
the nrutrons whi;h enter (.he sh'eld will scatter out of it 
and enter the coil from its long unprotected side. Hence, as 
shown in Fig. 2, the radiation shield must extend beyond 
the l'me-of-sight, and cover one side of the coil. This has a 
number of consequences; it increases the subtended cross-
section and hence the total heating, it removes the ad
vantage of high aspect ratio coils, and it argues for short 
inenn-fn.e-patli neutron shields. A given coil requirement, 
i.e., cross-scctinnal area and radius, sets a lower bound 
on intercepted solid angle just because of this shielding 
dillirultv. Either this bound, or the tritium breeding one, 
will dr-u-rinine the vehicle heating from the pellet; in our 
prc-H-nt design, the tritium constraint is slightly morestrin-
geni. Obviously, the solid angle needed to protect the coil 
can and should also be used to breed our tritium. The 
shield of Fig. 2 consists of an inner layer of Li; almost 
all of the heat is deposited in here, so it can serve both 
as a tritium breeder and as a heat transfer fluid. The 
rc>t of the neutron shield consists of LiH which offers a 
smaller mean-free-path than Li. Gamma-rays also prove 
tn bn very troubling, since like the neutrons, they have a 
small stopping cross-section. Although the number of 7-
m>. generated by (n,-/) reactions in the pellet and in the 
radiation shield itself is not large, their presence requires 
us to place a massive Pb shield between the coil and the 
neutron shield. The thickness of this layer, and of the 
thermal insulation needed between the coil and shield, fur
ther increase the intercepted solid angle. Notice from Fig. 
2, that the shields extend around the coil where it can 
be exposed to reflections from other nearby components 
uf the rocket. Because the shield masses arc large, the 
geometry of Fig. 2 was analyzed using the Monte-Carlo 
neutron, '/-ray code TARTNP". It was subjected to the 
pellet neutron and -j-ray spectra, both directly and follow
ing rWlecti'ins from an axial payload radiation shield. The 
resulting design permits a 20C0 wait heat load, and requires 
an 8.1 ton refrigerator, with a UA ton neutron shield and 
a .i!i.3 ton 7-ray shield. We see that the shielding require
ment has raised the overall coil-related mass to 126 tons, 
although about 10 tons of this is Tor Li which would be 
required as a tritium breeder in any event, Because of the 
large shielding masses needed to protect against scattered 
particles, I do not think that multiple superconducting coils 
should be used in a rocket nanle. 

The shield-coil is not the only massive component of the 
thrurt chamber. A rejection system is needed to dispose 
of the heat absorbed in the shield, As was mentioned in 
the tritium breeding discussion, this heat load amounts to 
4.2 G\V. The heating occurs at the inner portion of the 
radiation shield, with the x-rays depositing in the metal 
wall, and the neutrons within the Li blanket. The heat 
must be removed trnm the shie'd and transferred to the 
radiator arrays shown in Fig. 1. To do this we will take 
advantage of the excellent heat capacity of Li; it will be 
pumped through the shield and then sent to the radiators 
via 8 transfer pipes. This pumping uses 20 MW and is 
provided by MUD pumps which utilize the thrust chamber 
magnetic field. The transport to the radiator is also expen

sive in terms of mass, requiring 27 tons worth of fluid and 
pipes. At the radiator, the liquid lithium is counlerrtowed 
past heat pipes, whose walls constitute the radiating sur
face. There are 7800 separate beat pipes, each of which is 
11 meters long and uses lithium at 150Q3K as its working 
fluid. The heat pipes have a mass of 13 tons, bringing the 
total heat rejection mass up to 40 tons. 

The relative size of the heat rejection and the shield-
coil masses leads to another option; namely using a normal 
conductor instead of a superconductor. The advantage is 
that the vast bulk of the radiation shield would no longer 
be needed, the disadvantage of course is the increased con
ductor and heat rejection mass. A simple tradeoff can be 
performed between the conductor mass and that of addi
tional heal rejector; decreasing the conductor mass causes 
the ohmic heating, and hence rejector mass, to increase. 
The figure of merit for a conductor in this situation is 
the product oT density and resistivity (at the elevated tem
perature oT 15G0°K). It turns out that lithium is the best 
choice, due to its low density. So in this concept, the 
coil would consist of an annular vat oT Li; which would 
serve as tritium breeder, field generating conductor, and 
heat transfer fluid. For our present design parameters, 
this type of thrust chamber requires w 40 tons more than 
the baseline system; the reason being that the coil bursting 
force must now be resisted by a high temperature material. 
Accordingly, the superconducting coil is used as the base
line system for this paper. However, the Li option should 
be considered in further studies, for the following reasons, 
It should be used for low field-energy no2zles where the 
current needs are lower. It can be used for multiple coil 
high field-energy nozzles, since we are not concerned with 
shielding from multiply scattered neutrons. The poten
tial gains in nozzle efficiency may well ofTset the increased 
thrust chamber mass caused by using Li and by inter-coil 
forces. Finally, large high-field superconducting magnets 
are an expensive high-tech item; the simplicity of a normal 
conductor is attractive. 

Fusion Driver 

In order to implode and ignite an inertia! fusion pel
let, a fast acting energy source is required; in our case 
2 MJ within 10 nanoseronds. Delivering this energy and 
power to a small target is not an easy task. To date, both 
the financial and temporal cos', of ICF research have been 
dominated by Driver development. As a practical matter, 
early rocket developers will not attempt to duplicate this 
effort. There will be large and clear advantages in using 
Drivers developed for terrestrial ICF in inertial fusion rock
ets. 

Unfortunately, the feahresneeded Tor a gnml ]{•[{ Driver 
arc not the same as those desired in an ICF powtrpiatit 
Driver. A powerplant Driver must be efficient and in
expensive. While desirable, neither oF these Features are 
essential for an IFR Driver, The primary concern in a 
rocket is the mass associated with the Driver. The first 
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coni]:i»ni-iil of .' ,b is the direct mas? of the Driver, whirh 
may have liulp -urrelalion with its m n . The other Driver 
related mass is Ml uf its wa^e heat rejection system. 
Silica radiators will be required, we want a Driver with 
hrgc r/7*\ which is a much different poal than the large 
f/ .-'nn^il fi-r trrri--t.rin.! Drivers. A secondary ditTe.rence be-
iwr-i'ji rnck'-b- and puwerplanl:!, is that in rockets the Driver 
energy imi:-'i !"• propagated through vacuum to the target. 
KIT !(Triatrial pnwrrphnts, energy propagation over a dis
tance is ak-o desired, hut litis rnn he cither through vacuum 
ur an atmosphere depending upon the needs or the Driver. 

A number uf different Driver technologies are being de
veloped for ICF powr-rplants, and it is not yet clear which 
will ultimately triumph. Let's review the leadirir, con
tender?, measuring their suitabilities for pvket wc. The 
candidates may be -p£it into two classes, those wr.ieh trans
mit energy via particle beams and those which use "lasers. 
Oilier op< ions, such as highspeed macpiparlicles have been 
proposed, but will not be a near term factor. 

Charged particle Drivers are attractive because they 
offer high efficiency. A number of accelerator designs using 
particles ranging Tnim electrons to heavy ions have been 
proposed, and should provide efficiencies of 2bl,o or more. 0 

The potential difficulty with using particle beams lies with 
fi;ce?iiig high fluxes of charged particles onto a small tar
get. Tin- flu* required for a given species depends upon 
the energy carried by each particle, which is in turn deter
mined by its range in the target. Representative values are 
290 MA of I Mev electrons, 40 MA or o MLV protons, or 20 
kA of 10 O v l ' f ions. Such large currents of electrons will 
clearly be more difficult to Ton;? than the small currents 
of heavy inns. 

At one time electron beams were considered fur IGF 
Drivers. However, they arc difficult to ">nis, and also gen
erate bremsstrahUmg X-rays as they deposit, These X 
rays penetrate fnrllier into the pellet than the electrons, 
and bv preheating it, make an efficient implosion difficult. 
I"or these renins serious work or. electron Drivers has 
Sensed in the USA. Sandia National Laboratory switched 
\t< efforts to proton acceleration, using diode accelerators 
very similar ti> iheir previous electron ones. Proton beams 
avoid the preheat problems of electrons, and are easier 
to focus than electron beams. However, they cannot be 
Focused through vacuum tn a pellet at 10-20 meter dis
tances. For a terrestrial reactor this is not a fatal problem, 
and tram-port mechanisms 1 3 through atmospheric channels 
look promising. This approach is not feasible for a rocket, 
and the only option appears to he neutralization of the ac
celerated [T'lton beam with a romnving electron cloud, al
lowing ballistic transport to the target. This approach will 
requ.re higher quality ( more mil-directional) proton beams 
than are likely in he developed for rhannel transport, and 
its stability is not yel certain. 1 3 If the transport problem 
can be solved, light ion accelerators should be useful in 
rockets, since, they are reasonably compact, and ought to 
operate at high temperatures. 

There is considerable interest in continuing the progres
sion from li*iit to heavy particles. When using heavy ions, 
.-uch as i" , the required currents are small enough to al-
l"w balJi:tir focusing over large distances. Furthermore, 

the target deposition mechanism is favorabi*; not only ire 
.10 energetic particles created that can cause pHieat , but 
the deposition versus depth profile is rn-t the usual deny
ing exponential. The deposition occurs over a finite range, 
and mostly at the extreme end of this range. This per
mits tamped energy deposition, which should drive ? more 
efficient implosion than the conventional ablation pi .esses. 
1 8 Two concepts have been studied, u cing conventioiul 
particle accelerator technology, and promising el'ficicnciv.s 
of 20-30^.° The first uses RF linacs, and because these 
are low current devices, accumulates the ions in storage 
rings before extracting them, further compressing the pulse 
length with induction h'nacs, and focusing onto the tar
get. The second system uses only induction linacs, which 
simultaneously accelerate the ions, and compress them to 
a short pulse-length beam. The problem with lliete ap
proaches is that, the Drivers are physically large and mas
sive"' 1*. The existing designs h u e sizes in the 5-10 km 
range, and masses over 10,000 tuns. While their costs 
appear competitive for [CF powerplants, their mass i.; not 
acceptable in a rocket. A number of unconventional ap
proaches to heavy ion acceleration have been proposed 
which offer much smailer Drivers, an example uf these is the 
IFA.' 3 This scheme uses collective efTects to accelerate V C D 

ions over short distances. However, ballistic transport of 
such highly charged ions is no longer possible, and the 
aforementioned electron neutralization techniques must be 
developed. Since the more conventional accelerator? ap
pear adequate f'ir powerplants, it is doubtful that collec
tive accelerators will be developed for ICF. 

The charged particle Drivers which are being developed 
for terrestrial ICF appear too massive for use in rockets. 
They are however not the only options being pursued. 
When the 1CF program was started, the Drivers used were 
lasers, and these continue to dominate the program. Be
cause of this head start, even if systems such as heavy 
ion accelerators are eventually u?ed in powerplants, laser 
Drivers will have been developed Tor reseat ch, and probably 
pilot plants. Hence they will be available for use in rockets. 

The advantage, of lasers for ICF is that they are easily 
focusable onto targets at the required power levels. The 
difficulty lies in building large scale systems at high effi
ciency and low cost. Another problem which has proved 
troublesome is the effective coupling of the laser light to a 
pellet implosion. The interaction of high intensity coherent 
light with a plasma is not simple. A variety of processes 
exist that can backscatter light, reducing the absorption. 
and which can convert some or the absorbed energy into 
high energy electrons, which preheat the core of the pel
let and spoil the implosion.1 0 These effects are reduced Tor 
low wavelength lasers, and appear tolerable, in the X < 
\{i regime. A large number of laser systems have been 
proposed Tor ICF over the years. We will discuss the fol
lowing 4 systems; 

Free electron lasers are a new Driver option for ICF. 
, f l An FE1.. extracts energy from a high energy electron 
beam in the presence of a spatially oscillating magnetic 
field.17 With proper design, this extraction should reach 
efficiencies of ^ i0%. When combined with Linac or 
Detatrcn electron beam generation at RS 50 f t \ the attrac-
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lion iiT an FIX for ICF is clear. It offers short wavelength 
light ( '2J0nm ). i t system efficiencies near \b%. The ad-
vanl.iges and drawbacks of an FEL Driver for a rockeL 
can be illustrated by assuming an induction linac electron 
source. This accelerator technology is being actively pur
sued in the USA for high current, high beam quality ap
plications, and will most likely be that used for any ICF 
P r i m . The radiator mass for a rocket should be small; 
not only is the Driver efficiency high, but the heat can 
be generated at high temperatures. Energy not extracted 
frurn the r.Jcrtron beam can be dissipated in a very high 
temperature beam dump, while accelerator heating in con
ductor? and iron core inductors can occur at temperatures 
uf 000-700 °K. The problem is the same as with heavy 
inn arceliTiinrs, the Driver mass is large. In order to 
reach their high i-llicicncics, the inductors employ high per-
mrativity core?. Scaling of current electron beam induc
tion linacs yields a mass oT over 2000 tons in the inductor 
cure? alone. 

CO; lasers are being pursued at the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory. They currently operate at pulsed efficiencies 
yf =s 'lrl, but improved systems should reach values of 
h 10'Y." The primary difficulty facing CO; for ICF, is that 
it is a very high wavelength laser, X = 10.B^. Accordingly, 
the laser energy is hard to efficiently couple into an implo
sion. Proposals have been made 8 for using vacuum or self 
generated magnetic fields to insulate the pellet core from 
energetic electrons. The technical feasibility of CO* driven 
1CF remains in doubt, which will presumably he resolved 
after the Antares laser at LASL becomes operational. For 
rocki't use, even if a COz Driver proves feasible and is de-
vrluprd, its low operational temperatures ( generally 350-
400 °K ] will result in large heat rejection masses. 

The most commonly used i.r'vcr system in ICF research 
today Is Nihglass.1' This laser generates short pulses of 
LOG p light, which can be etliciently converted to \ or \]i. 
Ilir.vrvcr, because the existing lasers operate with very low 
Hlincncies and rep rales, it is widely believed that this class 
fif biM-rs will he useless in powerplants.9 This view has been 
rhailf-riged in a recent review of rare earth doped solid state 
la^'-r^.1 ** The rep rale limits come from heat removal prob
lems, which will be relaxed by using thin slabs rather than 
the nirrent thick rod?, by using high conductivity crys
talline hosts instead of glass, and by increasing the laser 
clliciency. The laser efficiency can be increased by more 
effectively matching the absorptiun profile of the rare earth 
ions to the pumping source, by shortening the pump time 
compared in the upper state decay time, and by operating 
with longer laser pulses. If current flash lamp pumping 
sources are retained, a combination of longer lived las'inr 
species and recycling of unused pump photons might ailow 
efficiencies in the 10 20 % nuge. An alternative approach 
employs laser diode pump: ; ; . with very high conversion to 
the upper laser state of the rare earth ion. If these hoped 
fur improvements materialize, then due to the current lead
ing pusition of solid state lasers in ICF research they may 
l.emm" a pnwerplatit Driver. The energy storage density of 
an efficient solid stale laser will be 0.15-0.25 J e m " 3 , which 
alluwing for extraction losses translates to a mass of about 
•10 inns fur the Driver of our rocket. This is acceptable, 
lull th-* lual rejcciinn masses arc more troublesome. The 

gain of Nd lasers falls rapidly in the 400-500 C K regime. 
The projected future lasers will also suffer at elevated tem
peratures; thermal conductivity falls, upper state quench
ing increases, lower state population increases, and laser 
diode efficiency falls. Achieving an acceptable TJTA with 
solid state lasers will be considerably more difficult than 
increasing TJ itself. 

Rare gas halides form a class of gas lasers invented long 
after the Nd:glass and COc systems. A molecule such a? 
KrF* is formed, which is bound only in an electronically 
excited state. At moderate photon fluxes, m 1 MJ cm"", 
the molecule lases before its natural decay into an unbound 
lower state. The K r F ' laser operates in the UV at 248 
nm, and has, in separate experiments, been operated at 
129c efficiency30 and multi-kilojoule pulses. While the 
wavelength and efficiency of KrF* makes it an attractive 
ICF Driver, it efficiently delivers only fairly long laser 
pulses, > 0.5/jacc, These long pulses can be efficiently 
compressed to the 10 ns sized ones required, using either 
Raman or pulse stacking techniques. KrF* appears attrac
tive for an IFR Driver since along with acceptable mass and 
efficiency, high temperature operation should be possible; 
it is a gas laser with no effective lower state. 

Predicting which of the Drivers discussed above, or the 
myriad others also under consideration, will finally be
come adopted as the dominant ICF Driver is difficult. The 
issue will be decided on political, technical, and financial 
grounds with essentially no concern for the Driver's use
fulness in rockets. From the above summaries, the KrF* 
laser seems to be the most promising For an IFR. While 
the dominant US effort, for largely historical reasons, is 
centered upon NTd, CO?, and light ior.s, there is substantial 
interest in KrF* for ICF and other applications. A large 
KrF* amplifier, 20 kJ, should be operating at Los Alarm* 
within a year. 3 1 By using aperature ;ombination and puls'j 
compression techniques, 1 1 this module serves as the ba^ic 
building block of an ICF Driver. Whether or not KrF ' is 
employed as a terrestrial ICF Driver, the technology base 
should exist to enable its use in a rocket. Accordingly, 1 
have chosen it as the Driver in this rocket design. 

The formation and losing of KrF" is a complex opera
tion, and elabotate models have been developed to simulate 
these lasers."-" Basicly, a gas mixture containing Ar, Kr, 
and F z is pumped by energetic electrons. As these slow 
down, their energy is spent forming rare gas ion; and ex
cited atoms, both the excited neutrals and the ions then 
undergo reacliuns with either F« or F~ which lead to the 
formation of KrF", with an energy efficiency of ^ 25 r c. 
Some of the KrF* is lost via either quenching or decay be
fore it can be lased. The laser photons that are created 
can be lost via absorption by F2, F~, K r t , or a host of 
other absorbing species. In order to predict the behavior of 
i)[T), I have developed a computer model similar to those 
mentioned above. Since most experimental determination 
of kinetic rates has occurcd at room temperature, the cor
rect extrapolation to higher temperatures is not always 
clear. I believe that important prucesses such as ionic for
mation rales, and the vibrational^ dependent molecular 
photo cross-sections are treated correctly, but most other 
rates are simply scaled Itinelidy. The basic trends shown 
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by lliis rode ate as follows.. As T goes up, the KlF* for
mal ir>n ihifts to the neutral channels since the ionic rates 
drop. This does not significantly decrease the amount of 
KrF* funned. The quenching rates increase weakly with 
temperature, and the the gain cross-section falls slightly, 
but for a saturated system the decrease in lasing is small. 
The primary effect of increased temperature appeara io be 
increased absorption. The F* absorption increases, since 
F" removal by ionic recombination falls as T increases. 
Absorption by species such as KrJ and Kr a F - increases due 
to thermal population of higher vibrational levels. Hence, 
the laser efficiency falls with increasing temperature. This 
decrease is considerably weaker though than the T im
provement in radiator area. 

E beam source 

12 meters 

f i g . 3 User Mndule 

The mas?- of the Driver used in this etudy is dominated 
by that of 200 laser amplifiers, one of which is shown in Fig. 
3. Each module consists of a rotating cylinder containing 
the lasers, and a nonrotating heatpipe radiator. The laser 
gas is a mixture of Ar, Kr, andFj, although at a lower den
sity, \.\ X 10 1 0cm* 3, and higher Kr fraction, 289e, than 
i? normally used for these lasers. At the start of each pulse 
the gas h at a tempe/ature of 1000°K, although this rises as 
electron energy is deposited. The laser operates with an in
trinsic efficiency of 99c, but the difficulties of transporting 
elrrtrons through the outer wall of the cylinder lower this 
to B̂ c, There are 5 laser buckets occupying the outer rim 
of the cylinder. Each is pumped as it passes the electron 
diode, a rate of 10 Fk. Between pulses the heated gas at the 
rim is bouyantly interchangpd with the cooler gas in the 
interior of the cylinder. From here, its heat "is transferred 
into corotaling finned heatpipes. These employ a Na fluid, 
whose vapor is sent into the nonrotating core heatpipe of 
the radiator. Liquid return is via arteries in the core pipe, 
with wicked brush transfer to the finned heatpipes inside 
the cylinder. The actual radiator surface is the outer wall 
of the branch heat pipes. Because of thermal resistance, 
the actual radiating temperature is only fl0O°K. Each of 
these modules has a laser related mass of 520 kg, most of 
which resides in the cylinder walls and the optical windows. 
The radiate rs have an individual mass oT 435 kg, 85% of 
which is in their walls. 

The difficulties associated with high rep rate lasing and 
subsequent heat rejection, forced the use or two complete 
laser systems. Each contains 100 of the above modules, and 
fir»s at a 50 Hz rate. This alternative proved less difficult 

than designing higher performance modules. The amplifier 
modules are combined structurally and optically. Their 
connecting truss requires 12 tons; while the optical uyslem 
to combine snd pulse-stack the individual beams takes 6 
tons. The oscillator system that is used to optically seed 
the amplifiers h%s a higher specific mass than Ihey do, so 
has an 11 ton mass. 

The laser Driver equires 33 MJ of energy per pulse. 
This energy is obtained from the thrust chamber; as induc
tion coils are excited by the expansion of a pellet within 
the magnetic fields of the nozzle. This energy must be 
'.ranspoTted back to the Driver, via transmission lines, and 
Btored there to wait for the next required laser firing, a 
period of 10 ras. In order to allow for pellet or laser misfires, 
we will store enough energy for several shots. Rotating 
machinery, such as the Compulsator", is capable of stor
ing energy at low specific mass and with extraction Limes 
of »* 1 ms. This is adequate for the bulk energy store, 
but is too slow to directly pump & K r P laser. During 
the inter-pulse period, energy will be transferred into a 
capacitor array, from which it can be rapidly extracted to 
generate the J /isec electron pulses which pump the laser. 
Unfortunately, capacitors are traditionally a mass intensive 
way to store energy. The current limits3' of RS 0.5 }gm~l 

are not attractive for an IFR. By ..sing vacuum dielectrics, 
the specific mass of capacitors can be greatly lowered at the 
expense of a similar increase in specific volume. For ter
restrial use this tradeoff is not profitable, BO there is little 
experience with large vacuum capacitors. For this study, 
we've assumed that the transmission line and capacitors 
each use vacuum dielectrics, and alloted masses of 5 and 25 
tons respectively to these components. The rotating long-
term energy store, by contrast, holds more energy and has 
a 12 ton mass. 

Vehicle Summary 

As can be seen from the mass breakdown in Table 3, 
the Driver and thrust chamber account for most of the 
mass of this inertial fusion rocket design. Various other 
components are also necessary, although they will not have 
much effect on the mass of the rocket. Let's briefly discuss 
some of these systems. 

A neutron and yjzy shield is placed on the vehicle 
axis at a location 20 meters away from the mirroexplosion. 
This shield consists of a cylinder which subtends a 3° half-
angle in order to protect the pay load region, and a thin 
fin which protects the thrust chamber radiators. These 
rhields provide proLecticn from direct shine, but a small 
radiation flux will bypass them by scattering out of the 
shield-coil. The magnet which deflects the plasmajet away 
from the rocket structure is placed directly behind this 
pay load shield. 

In order to reach the designated microexplosion point, 
4 pellet must travel from the protection of the pay load 
shield during the inter-pulse time. This requires that it 



have a speed of '1 kmtee~l: whirh it will be given either 
bv a magnetic acceirr^tur 7, o r ' ; ' laser ablation. Extreme 
precision in target placement b nut reqjircd, since the 
laser optics will be active and be designed to fire at the 
actual pellet location. In practice, slightly off-axis pellet 
explosions are prnbablv the thrust vector control method 
whirh will be used. 

At p r io r i , pellet co^ts are dominated by fabrication 
rather than fuel procurement. This situation must change 
when ICF leave? the research phase, and is used for power-
planls or for rockets. Obviously, automated factories will 
be essentia', and same preliminary studies of such plants 
have begun." We have not attempted to design such a 
facility. h:jt doubt that it will be massive. The tritium 
require.! for pellet ignition will be removed from the Li 
coolant loop at the thrust chamber radiator. It is then 
piped back to the factory, which will be located near the 
pay had region. 

Tin- mass of the fusion pellet is ollen augmented by ex
tra propellent mass. As is discussed in the next section, this 
is dune to generate more thrust. In general, this propel-
M:> nv> will dorninat? the Fuel mass. In principle, this 
pm;*',,; i,t can be auy fitment, although my pellet-nozzle 
calculators have employed D«. Assuming this choice is 
adop-ed, then for the Cargo missions in which the rocket 
will usually be employed, thr Fuel tankage requirement will 
be for = li-itO tons of D 3 . Since this is a large scale system, 
and Is sulijecl, to loads of only < 0.1 gee, 16 tons should 
be sulliciftit fur tankage. 

The vr.'liicle drive will be turned-ofT for long periods of 
time, b"ih between ini-sions and during coasting sections 
of the irajectorie.-. An auxiliary nuclear fission reactor will 
he provhJed [n provide bbousr-kerping power during these 
interval--, and to re-tart the propulsion system. A restart 
invr:lvf= recharging" the Driver energy banks, and reheatbf 
the ISMT gas. A 1 MW reactur with a mass oF ^ 5 tons 
will U-adequate For llie.-e tasks. 

Taut Vt-hirle M:u-s Summary 

Driver Tons 
l,.v.rs 110 
Radiators 62 
Optics, Structure 18 
lincrgj Handling 12 

262 
Thrift Chamber 

Shield-Coil 126 
Heat Rejection 40 

166 
Overhead 

Tavload Shield 17 
Fuel Tank 15 
Reactor 5 
Trtifs 20 

58 

Total 486 

vehicle is lied together by a trus?, which also trans

mits the vehicle th 'ust From its origin at the snieid-r-y\, up 
to the pay load. There are 8 primary thrust-bearing mem
bers, As with the Li-carrying heal-lransler pipes, they 
remain shadowed by the shield-ceil until reaching the in
ner edge of the- thrust chamber radiator, 50 meters From 
the microexplosion. At this location (hey are laterally tied 
together by a structural ring, and then fan out toward 
the Driver radiating array. Upon reaching thi* site, the 
truss no longer has circular symmetry, but bateau* is biased 
towards the radiating plane of the rocket. The thrust-
bearing members are hollow pipes, and are ! ied together by 
a lateral truss in order to avoid buckling. As can be seen 
from the mission examplesin Tables 4 and 5, the maximum 
vehicle thrust will be w 3 X I 0 1 1 dyne. The 20 ton truss 
can handle a 5 X 10 1 1 dyne thrust. 

Vehicle Performance 

Having discussed the design of an inertia! fusion rocket. 
let's see how well it performs. 

As is the case with other advanced space-based rockets, 
sn IFR can be characterized by the ratio of its maximum 
exhaust power to the mass of its powerplant, and by the 
maximum exhaust velocity at which it can expcll propel
lent. The power-to-mass ratio is ultimately bounded by 
heat rejection from the Driver and the thr ts t chamber, 
but in practice is further degraded by the direct mass of 
these two system?. The maximum exhaust velocity that 
can be attained is upper bounded to 2.6 X I0 g cmeer~] 

by the specific energy available from fusion. In practice, 
this is degn led by the beffieienry of the nozzle, the lo*s 
of energy i aeutrons and '/-rays, and most importantly 
by the frar -: of the pellet mass used to implode the fuel. 
The relative importance of these two constraints depends 
upon the mission the rocket is performing. 

For interstellar travel, the large dislanres demind that 
the rocket reach speeds which are at least 10 — 20^: thai 
of light. This is greater than our upper bound nn exhaust 
velocity; so fuel loadings are large, and primary emphasis 
must be placed on raising the exhaust speed. Minimum 
powcrplant mass and low tritium-inventory pellets, are nut 
essential for an interstellar IFR. Instead, the vehicle disigrt 
will concentrate an raising the nozzle efficiency, while the 
pellet designer must implode and burn as much oF the Fuel 
as passible, 

This study has concentrated on a nearer term mission 
Tor inertial fusion rockets, i.e., interplanetary prnpnL iim. 
This was done because it will be the initial application, am! 
because an IFR can do a very good job at this task. Fo; 
interstellar propulsion, an IFR may be the h*st presently 
kn- wn option, but in absolute terms it leaves a lot to be 
desired. IIop»FulIy, by the time we build an blersieiiar 
rocket, it will be something better t l rn ar. mertial fusion 
rocket. 

For interplanetary travel, the capability of an IFR U 
limited more by its power-to-mass ratio, than by its ex-
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Iiui!-1 veluoilv. The limitation on exhaust power translates 
into a lintin-.l "ii the product rf e.thau.-t speed "iu" a.id ac-
releraliuii "a", i.e., on an.1. While a large value of w will 
eventually ( nabli' the rocket to rtas'.h a high spe< d, the low 
ri nn-:ms .uai h_mig so 'ales i.p a lot uF tim1- and dtstanre. 
v\ inn u,< j . : - -i is tc travel a .",iven distance UZ>" as quickly 
•A* possible, ihe optimum technique ir.volves accepting a 
low r ic value in exchange for highc acceleration. This 
di .ling of ii' can be accomplished in an IFK by placing ex-
-••?-< propellent mass uutfide of the fi:..ion pellet. The extra 
material lowers the exhaust velocity nf the pellet, while. 
inTerising it? impulse. Pe!let-nu:zi>. • .jpansion calculations 
have been performed for different overall pellet masses, and 
>-|i<r,vn nu change in nozzle ehViency. 

We have u--ed three nrnd?!.-, of increasing sophistication 
and npari'.y, lo analyze the performance ci this IFR. The 
first is the classical pome:-' inilpd model, in which gravity 
and evhau^L velocity limit? are neglected. This case is easy 
IOPOKT. and indicates the pertinent scaling and operational 
mode?-. Next, the \i> constraint is included. The resulting 
zero-gt*1 motion can al?o be analytic ally wived, but in a less 
u^-ful furm. This solution is then used as the starting point 
when numericaHy solving the 2D problem in which solar 
gravity is included a king with the w rind aw constraints. 

!\» niglerting solar grarity and vehicl'' exhaust velocity 
limits. we gain a sin pie insigh' into the performance capa-
bihti»". of an II*K. Suppose one wishes to travel a distance 
"b" in lime "7™, starling and stopping at rest. The rocket 
lur an initial mas?- of "Mo", of which the powerplant ac-
rnnrits for a fraction "/T and is characterized by a powcr-
to-mv> ratio cF "•-". The optimum tradeoff between a and 
u ocurs for (lif (imp dependent acceleration: 

"i'i->(!-')• ° ^ r (" 
The p:r-!oad fraction "X" can be sh>wn Lo le p;iven by 

3_ 
;l 

BO' 
(21 

Niitc thai. IK T, and rj appear only in the dirneii nonles? 
parameter u. Th" trip time is seen 'o vary with the ;, 
j-e'.ver of di-tnire. and with the inverse culie root of ttm 
]jnv;er-ti)-rna.-> ratii*. There an- two interesting operational 
mn.ies suggested by Eq. 2. The "VIP" mode yields the 
shortest possible trip time, but a vanishing payloau. For 
this mode 

*'-?|i-q (3) 

Tor economical uj.pration, one is willing to accept a 
longer trip time in exchange for a large payload fractnn \. 
The "Cargo" mode results from maximizing the paykad 
throughput X/7" b; optimizing over T and the choice of /.'. 
This optimum occurs at a = ^ and (i ~ ^ , resulting in 
a payload fraction \ = -1 and a fuel fraction of \. For 
this mode 

D' = 
SO 

In Table -4 we demonstrate the VIP mode capabilities of 
this ruckct, and show Cargo performance in Tabic 5. For 
; urposcs of comparison, the \ 1 P mode numbers assume 
the same powerplant fraction, 3 = | 3

0 , which is optica! 
fur carg > carrying; so the payload of the Cargo in! ion 
is swapped for more fuel in the VIP mission. The rocbet 
exhaust puwer and exhaust velocity are given by 

I' = I'EKIT, « • ' = / T 
2E* 

(•'•) 

For the current design, the nozzle efficiency fr ir 0.55, 
so the power V is 54.1 G\V. Using the powerplant of Table 
3, we find a power-to-mass of 110 \\gm~l. The examples 
illustrated in Tables 4 and 5 span thr. range of solar synem 
missions; Martian close approach to show high acceleration 
capability, Pluto transit to bhow the opposite extreme, and 
an average Jupiter mis-don. The Tables lisi the di?ianc*-, 
trip time, maximum speed, maximum acceleration, ihe 
exhaust speed at beginning and end, and the over.il! pellet 
mass at beginning and end. 

Table 4 VIP Mi .scions 

Mars . lupiler Pluto 
D (.4C) 0.6 5.2 39.5 
T («i^l 9.4 39 S 153.5 
t 'mai (i-mf-r ' | 165 338 657 
flmfll (n,i sic ! ) M.L 39.5 20.1 
U'o ( t m . f c " 1 ) 5 ! 101 205 
ti-T" (km sec-1) 271 557 1005 
mo (j">) 422 100 26 
HI ,- [P") 14.8 3.5 0.81 

Table 5 Cargo Mis 

Mars Jupiter PI1H1 
D (At-) 0.6 5.2 39.5 
T ["iSi 22.2 9 3.6 352 
' m o i [km Etc'1} 70 141 2X4 
«mor {<~mt>t-c~"~) 14.7 7.11 35. , 
li'ip [km sec'1) 28! 577 1135 
Wf {km sec ! ) 375 770 1513 
mo (,jm) 13.8 3.3 C.85 
mT is™'t 7.8 l.S 0.-1P 

(4) 

The polenlial of this l ib ; for solar system propulsinn i~ 
grr-nhicalU ;llu?trated by the trip times shown it- Tables 4 
and 5. A quick trip to Mars can be made in 9 da\>, while 
even in Cargo mode, Pluto can be rea<-hi d in a year. In 
Cargo mode, the rocket can deliver l̂ DQ Ion 5 per missie-n, 
while the VIP method still permits delivery of = 50 ton 
pay loads. 

While enlightening, the above analysis is incomplete. 
The acceleration profile of E<|. 1 requires a z^-'i arci-lera-
tion and infinite exhaust velocity at the midpo.nt uf the 
trajectory. Ilcnce, the exhaust sperd constraint wi(l be 
violated during lhr-„- trajectories. This: will rer'airily oc
cur in the middle o;' Um tripr. and for lun^T ruission? can 
ocrur throughoi-t the journey. When a limitation on tr is 
imvosed on the trajectory optimizatidti problem, its solu-
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tinii is no Inngrv a-' transparent as Eq. 2; but analytic 
result? can :-ull be derived. The optimum trajectories con
sist of mixtures of th:ee types of arcs. The beginning and 
'•:id of.- irn^idn may or may not contain a linear accelera
tion, nriabh. - . arr sirilar to that or Eq. i. All missions 
contain in interior coasting arc, sandwiched between two 
ire? using the maximum v>. In Table B, I compare the final 
mas* fractions for the Jupiter mission, as calculated both 
without ate lirr.il. and with abound of 600 t m » « - 1 . The 
final mass includes: payload and powerplant, so the T = 
•19 <i<\]i nii>-icn is nci. possible when the w limit is imposed. 
A.> rxpi'cU'il, the initial analysis is always optimistic, with 
;i larg'-r error for the lung trip 'me missions. 

Tabic R Jupiter Mission 

7' w free w limit 

no 0.819 0.732 
110 0.785 0.702 
90 0.727 0 562 
80 0.652 0.606 
70 0.556 0,545 
60 0.441 0.41. 
50 0.3 H 0.284 
40 0.190 0.168 

let experiments, and the imminent completion of several 
pellet "Drivers", makes it likely that the scientific feasibility 
of inertia] fusion microexplosions wiil be demunslrau-d bi 
the end '-\ u ia decade. Once this is done, the develop
ment of fusion rockets can proceed both in parallel with, 
and independently of, the powerplant effort. For a rorket, 
the most important component yet to be developed, is, 
as with terrestiia! 1CF, the Driver. The features which ate 
uniquely required for a rocket; i.e., a high temperature ex-
cimer or solid-state laser, or alow mass particle accelerator, 
can be pursued inexpensively due to the modular nature 
of high performance Drivers. Confidence in system integra
tion and full-scale Driver performance, will derive from 
the terrestrial ICF program. Items such as automated pel
let factories are required far both applications, and will be 
developed by whichever program needs them first, Other 
advances in space technology will be important u incor
porate into an IFR. Most useful will be advanced high tem
perature radiators, either using heatpipes or liquid droplets, 
and low mass capacitors, probably using vacuum dielectrics. 
But this work should not present major impediments to 
the development of an inertial fusion rocket. 

It thus appears likely, that within the next 20-30 years, 
we can achieve a transport capability which allows us com
plete and rapid transit throughout interplanetary spare. 

Th , thrust accelerations of Tables 4 and 5 are consider
ably larger than the solar gravitational pull of 0.6 ansec' 
at the Earth's orbit. ! I r jv v n r , when traveling between 
planets a ship does not sta r t and stop at rrst, but instead 
must match ih* planetary velocities, For this reason, and 
(hi: fart that some trajectories can pa-.-, close to the Sun, I 
iiave considered the 2D problem. In this case, planetary or
bits wi.-re assumed circular, and the vehicle is subject to its 
own thrust as well as solar gravity. The optimum trajec-
tnrii-' arc found numerically, using primer vector theory 
v.ilh an initial staging guess provided by the zero-gee mod-
<i jii-l discussed. 

1 have compared the above zero-gee results (with the 
u limit), to 2D ones which included solar gravity. The 
effecte oil payload fraction were as e jec ted ; payload went 
up when the planets were approachi g each other, and 
down when they were receeding. D u overall there was 
litllr change. To the eye, the trajectories of an IFR look 
like those of a solar system rocket Miould; straight lines 
between source and destination! 

Prospectus 

IrnTlial confinement fusion is now beir.£ vigorously pur-
sijfd because cf i's potential for terrestrial powerplants. Its 
implications Tor 'mare propulsion are even mor^ profound. 
An incrtial fusion r-.-cket can carry kiloton payloads to any 
point of the solar syst":n in less '!ian a ye ir. 

The pacing if cm in the att ;inmcnt of such a rocket re
mains the ilemonsiratiun oMCF.The current status of pel-
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